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Retail Price List 2021 / 2022 
Welcome to our new price list, we’ve kept it simple and just listed our trees by name rather than including 
descriptions which can be viewed online on our web site. 

Another different year, imports are now more expensive as every delivery from Europe needs a Phytosanitary 
Certificate which has proven more difficult for the exporting suppliers this year. 

Trees are grafted by small specialist suppliers in the Netherlands for Heartnuts, Carya, Red Walnuts and some 
specialist Walnuts and Juglans.  The commercial orchard varieties mostly come from Bulgaria and are either 
pot grown (Deep bag pots) or Bare-Rooted in the winter for the large quantity commercial cultivars.  The 
majority of our trees are usually pre-ordered but with the change in customs and inspections we will probably 
carry more pot grow stock in the future.  

We offer a mail order service and it is priced per parcel (nominally 1-3 trees depending on pot size) but we can 
remove pots in some cases for smaller trees and get several in one box if required to save carriage. Trees are 
grafted annually in January so are generally 1st or 2nd year grafts. 

Local collection (CV36 5AR) by appointment (Tom Tame 07816 674854) is our preferred option as there is no 
chance of any damage or loss in transit, we also save the packaging (and the planet) and we get to meet 
others interested in walnuts!  We can also deliver locally if required at 50p per mile within 20 miles. 

Existing stock trees are available now, new potted trees from September, bare-rooted December and prices 
are valid until 1st April 2022. 

 

Delivery 

We use Fedex for mail order to the UK mainland, trees are normally 1-3 per box unless requested otherwise. 
Pots are secured in the box and contained in a large plastic bag to prevent leaks.  We book collections as we 
need them so please allow 48 hours for despatch. 

 

 Eco 2-3 day £9.50 per consignment for 1st box, subsequent boxes £5 

 Next day £11.50 per consignment for 1st box, subsequent boxes £6 

UK non-mainland, NI, CI, Europe - Unfortunately at the moment we can’t export cost effectively as each 
delivery needs to be inspected and charges make this too expensive unless there is a pallet of trees. 

  

Any damage to a parcel must be notified on the delivery ticket and if possible, a photo taken at the 
same time. 

Trees should be unpacked and watered the same day, we don’t send them dry, but they will appreciate 
the drink. 

This year we didn’t have a delivery from De Smallekamp’s range but should resume next year for the 2021/2 
grafting season and will concentrate on their Carya cultivars.  We can pre-order for most of their range until 
October, we also have another Dutch supplier with a very comprehensive range of Red Walnuts and 
Heartnuts. 

Grafting isn’t 100% guaranteed though and some items may not be available. 
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* We generally have less than 20 of most cultivars in stock, some as few as 2-3 * 

 

Walnuts – Pot grown 

Grafted Juglans regia cultivars 

Red Kernel    1yr Graft £32 (60-90cm average) 

Kardinal, Rote Gubler 2, Buzsaki Pirosbelu, Purpurovy   

 

Desert Nuts 

Bulgarian/Hungarian cultivars   2yr Graft £32 (90-120cm average) 

We have some stock of Izvor 10, Sheinovo, Silistrenki, other cultivars will be available in December 

 

Giant Nuts or Dwarf Trees    No stock 

 

Bare rooted trees for volume commercial planting please contact us for details. 

 Lara, Fernor, Fernette, Franquette & Chandler height 1.2-1.5m 

< 10  Price TBA November 2021 
> 10 < 50  
> 50   

 

Heartnuts & Buartnuts 

Grafted Juglans ailantifolia cultivars    1yr Graft £36.00 

Campbell CW4, Fodermaier, Jewel Box  (others 2022) 

Grafted ‘Juglans x brixby’ cultivars    2yr Graft £36.00 

Mitchell Buartnut    Sold Out 

 

Carya - Hicans, Hickories & Northern Pecans 

None this year but a full range expected in 2022 

 

We offer a full drying and shelling line for walnut growers. 

We can also handle Hazel/Cobnut drying and shelling. 

Contact David Tame on 07806 917587 


